
1. Historical Review
Cotton is one of the most

important non-food agri-
cultural products, since it
is being used as a raw ma-
terial for numerous final
products being purchased
on a daily basis. The deve-
lopped world adopted and
intensified cotton produc-
tion procedure, because
the target was high levels
of self-sufficiency, which
could give a boost to grow
to the clothing industry.
On the other hand, cotton
production was a quite
tempting production pro-
cedure for the primary sec-
tor, because it is almost a
fully mechanised cultiva-
tion, the operational risk is
low, compared to other
cultivations like fruits and
vegetables and trading of the produced commodities is qui-
te secure too. In order to remain safe and secure the pro-
ductive and trading environment for cotton in the develo-
ped world, several protective policies were designed and
implied during the last decades, having as targets not only
to protect the internal market from new entries from abroad,
but to gain market shares also on an international level. The
mix of these policies had two main pillars, subsidies di-
rectly tailored to production and subsidies promoting ex-
ports, covering the gap between domestic and international
price. At this point it is necessary to focus on these subsi-
dies of developed countries and elevate their distorted out-
comes on international trade.

2. Subsidy Schemes Around the World
2.1. US Subsidy Scheme

The most important stages in the US policy for cotton, af-
fecting nowadays international trade, have as starting point

the 1996 Farm Bill (US-
DA, 1996). This was the
first time for US to imple-
ment decoupled direct
payments to farmers. The
main channels which were
used to provide these sub-
sidies were decoupled
payments, market price
payments, insurance, ex-
port subsidies and emer-
gency payments. The de-
coupled payments were
given to producers by
signing a contract, the
Production Flexibility
Contract (PFC), where
farmers and government
agreed to be paid for the
five subsequent years a
fixed price for cotton.
This mechanism was ab-
solutely ignoring market
price fluctuations and it

was a very powerful protection scheme for agricultural in-
come, but quite distorted also, regarding international trade.
Market price payments were designed to eliminate differ-
ences between world price and support price when the for-
mer is lower compared to the latter. The minimum support
price was $1.10 per kilogram and the maximum $1.14 per
kilogram. The exact price was the result of the implemen-
tation of a statutory formula, comparing domestic and
world prices. There was also a precondition obliging farm-
ers to place their ginned cotton in a Community Credit Cor-
poration (CCC) approved warehouse. This mechanism was
distorted too, because it was almost impossible for cotton
farmers to be affected by global fluctuations of supply and
demand, because their income was highly secured on a
$1.10 – 1.14 price level.

Another way of providing subsidies was by securing the
repayments of loans being given to farmers by CCCs the ti-
me of ginning. These loans where repaid when the actual
purchase took place. The base for repayment was the Adju-
sted World Price (AWP), which was calculated taking into
account Northern European cotton prices adjusted to US
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base quality and average location. When farmers during the
ginning period were taking loans for their ginned cotton at
harvest time, the price that was being used to calculate the
value of the commodity was the support price. When the ac-
tual purchase was taking place, the loan should be repaid.
The price being used that period of time was the AWP and
they had to repay the loan on an AWP rate and not on a sup-
port price rate. If the AWP was lower than the support pri-
ce, the difference was paid by government funds and under
certain circumstances interest charges on loans and ware-
houses charges were also met by government. This way of
securing farmer’s income was an indirect way of providing
subsidies, but it was distorted, because it did not allow mar-
ket forces to affect agricultural income.

The export subsidy scheme in order to be activated re-
quired the satisfaction of a double based precondition.
The US domestic price should exceed the Northern Euro-
pean cotton price by more than $0.0275 per kilogram for
four consecutive weeks and the AWP to be within 134 per
cent of the base support price. These preconditions had as
an objective to maintain the US competitiveness and
bridge the gap between higher US domestic prices and
world prices. For this scheme the US had to defend their
policy several times in the WTO, because there were ac-
cusations, especially from developing countries that this
mechanism gains market shares on an international level,
ignoring the fact that US cotton is not directly competi-
tive globally.

The new Farm Bill came into force in 2002 (USDA,
2002). There are several changes compared to the previous
one. The most important ones are the increase of govern-
ment assistance from 32 per cent of average farmer income
up to 45 per cent. The PFC payment has been replaced with
a direct payment scheme. Payments are based on historical
planted area and yield rather than on actual production.
There is an alternative for farmers to select the historical
period of 1998 – 2001 instead of the previous one under the
1996 Farm Bill, if they believe that they will gain more sub-
sidies from that change. Direct payments are totally inde-
pendent of market prices and are set at $0.15 per kilogram
for marketing year 2002/03. Finally there are anti-cyclical
measures which are used when the effective price is lower
than the target price. Effective price is the sum of direct
payment and the support price. In the first year of imple-
mentation of the new Farm Bill, the effective price was
$0.52 and the target price was $0.724. The difference was
covered by government funds.

From the above analysis it is obvious that the US are de-
termined to subsidise and protect the cotton sector from in-
ternational competition. On the other hand, in WTO nego-
tiations there is strong pressure from developing countries
for further liberalisation of cotton trade, because it is com-
mon belief that cotton cultivation is an important mecha-
nism for achieving pragmatic increases of GDP of these im-
mature economies, through exports. The US are not alone

in implementing such supportive policies; EU is the second
target for developing countries about distorting internation-
al cotton trade.

2.2. EU cotton policy
The cotton subsidy scheme was established by the EU in

1981, one year after Greece became a full member of the
European Economic Community. Only two countries culti-
vate and produce countable quantities of cotton in EU,
Greece and Spain, accounted for 2.5 per cent of the world
production. Subsidy is given to cotton growers as a differ-
ence between support price and market price and all esti-
mates are based on unginned cotton production. There is al-
so Maximum Guaranteed Quantity (MGQ) of unginned
cotton for each country, which are 782 000 tonnes for
Greece and 249 000 tonnes for Spain. If production of each
country exceeds the quantities mentioned above, there are
penalties, lowering levels of subsidy by 0.6per cent for each
1per cent of excess production (R1591/2001). Although
market shares of EU cotton are low, there are considerable
accusations, made by developing countries, that EU cotton
subsidy scheme is one of the most trade distorting ones, due
to high levels of support, levels that have to be lowered.

The new policy differs a lot, compared to the current one,
because 65per cent of the subsidy being given to farmers is
decoupled and 35 per cent will depend on production. For
the calculation of the decoupled payments a historic period
is being used, the years 2000 – 2002. The 35 per cent pay-
ments subsidies tailored to production are based on the cul-
tivating area and not on the quantities being harvested as it
is until now (R 864/2004). The eligible national base area
for cotton is 370,000 ha and the aid that will be given for
the first    300,000 ha is 594€/ha and for the rest 70,000 ha
342.85€/ha. In order to improve the quality of cotton the
R864/2004 motivates both cotton growers and ginners to
establish “Approved inter-branch organisations”. This, ac-
cording to the regulation means ‘…a legal entity made up of
farmers producing cotton and at least one ginner, aiming
at, in particular, the supply of quantitatively suitable
unginned cotton to the ginner’ (R864/2004, Article
110d§1). The inter-branch organization will have the au-
thority to set up a scale for payment of the subsidy being
given to farmers per cultivating hectare, having as criteria
‘... the quality of the unginned cotton to be delivered, adapt-
ed to the environmental and economic conditions of the
zones concerned’ (R864/2004, Article 110e§2). This means
that the farmers in order to be eligible for payment of the w-
hole amount of subsidy, they must cultivate and produce
high quality cotton, which is a new target for cotton grow-
ers, compared to the present status quo. Finally, there will
be an extra bonus of 10€/Ha for each farmer becoming an
inter-branch member.

2.3. China Cotton Policy
In 1953 China initiated a program in various versions,

aimed at increasing cotton production. The cornerstone of
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this program was the establishment of a support price-based
subsidy scheme, by setting a reference price for cotton. S-
ince 1999 actual prices can be negotiated between buyers
and sellers and the result of such negotiations can be below
reference price. Procurement prices paid to producers are
above world prices and the difference is covered by gov-
ernment. There is also an export subsidy scheme
through direct payments to exporting firms which
covers the difference between domestic and world
prices. Finally, import tariffs are in force which are
gradually being replaced with Tariff Rate Quotas
(TRQs) (Research Centre for Rural Economy,
1999).

2.4. India Cotton Policy
India supports cotton production sector in a way

that promotes the textile industry. There is a mini-
mum support price for seed-cotton, regarding each
variety and there is strong support in inputs being
used by farmers (Mohanty et al, 2003).

3. Cotton Production in Africa
According to FAOSTAT, West and Central Afri-

can countries in 2002 possessed 6 per cent of global
production, with China and US to be the main pro-
ducers with 25 per cent and 21 per cent, respecti-
vely. The percentage for African countries mentio-
ned above is quite low, regarding the potential of these co-
untries in natural resources and labour. Until now, due to

lack of capital, the cultivation is labour intensive and irri-
gation networks do not exist in the majority of these coun-
tries (FAPRI, 2002).

Table 3.1 shows the main cotton producers in Africa and
the economic results of the cultivation for each country. The
main cotton producer countries are Benin, Cameroon,  Cote
d’ Ivoire, Mali and Nigeria.

Table 3.2 describes the evolution of cotton trade for the
last twenty years. The most important results are the signif-
icant increase in cultivated area, it marked a four-fold in-
crease in 2001 compared to 1980 and the same tendency is
reported for production and exports. Unfortunately, due to
the lack of income, domestic consumption remains stable

for a long period of time, being another indicator of low
performance of their economies. 

4. Trade flows on an international level
of cotton

Table 4.1 describes trade flows for cotton on a global basis.
The most important trends for cotton production and trade are
the significant increase of production in China (34.5per cent)
as well as in Pakistan and Brazil (12.9 per cent and 12.4 per
cent respectively). The same tendency appears in cotton use
too for China, but there is also a significant decrease in the
US. As a result of this booming in production in China there
is a very important, for international trade, decrease in im-
ports. Pakistan follows the same tendency, but Thailand in-
creased its imports by 23.1 per cent and Brazil achieved the
biggest increase, up to 122.2 per cent. Considerable losses
had the US too, up to 12.1 per cent. Finally, there is a tenden-
cy of increasing stocks worldwide, as a stabilization mecha-
nism. The larger exporters are US, Uzbekistan, Australia,
Greece and Brazil, which contributed 70 per cent of total ex-
ports in 2001. On the other hand, West and Central African
countries hold 10 per cent of total exports for the same year.
This status quo was the reason for serious complaints from
developing countries, regarding the trade distorting policies
being implied by the major exporting countries, because the
above percentage is not relied upon supply and demand equi-
librium, but upon a heavy subsidized regime which covers the
gap between domestic and international price.
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5. The impact of cotton subsidies on inter-
national level

There are many studies attempting to measure and evalu-
ate the impact of cotton subsidies on global trade. These s-

tudies propose a number of scenarios about the evo-
lution of global trade in the case of elimination of
subsidies of cotton. All of them conclude that the e-
limination of cotton subsidies will lead to an in-
crease of cotton prices and to an increase in market
shares too for developing countries. 

Table 5.1 describes the results of all studies refer-
ring to cotton policies and subsidies on an interna-
tional level, trying to answer the question of what is
the future of cotton production after the elimination
of cotton subsidies. Although the findings referring
to price effects vary a lot, the general conclusion is
that elimination of subsidies lead to considerable
increases of cotton prices. The most important s-
tudy for African developing countries was under-
taken by Goreux (2003) who used a partial equilib-
rium model to estimate the impact of cotton subsi-
dies on export earnings in West and Central Africa.
The most important results from the above simula-
tion are the following:

World cotton price will increase by 15.2 per cent,
up to $1.34 per kilogram

World cotton production will be reduced by 1.4
per cent

The above reduction will be allocated to the US,
China, Greece and Spain by 600,000 tonnes,
315,000 tonnes, 118,000 tonnes and 39,000 tonnes
respectively.

Developing countries will increase their produc-
tion by 7.3 per cent up to 804,000 tonnes.

This study has a special interest for Greece, be-
cause the reduction of production is very high, ex-
ceeds 30 per cent of current production, being al-
most impossible for cotton growers to accept such a
scenario as well as policy makers in the EU. On the
contrary, WTO negotiations until now have arisen,
as a top priority issue, the liberalization of cotton
trade, pressing developed countries to reform their

cotton policies to a more market-oriented direction.

6. The new policy regime for cotton under
the WTO negotiations

It has already been mentioned that during
the current WTO negotiations, there is con-
siderable interest from both developed and
developing countries regarding the applica-
ble cotton policies and their impact on
global trade. During the Cancun Ministeri-
al Conference on September 10-14th 2003,
the participants accepted the joint proposal
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, and Mali un-
der the title “Poverty reduction: Sectoral
initiative in favour of cotton”. The solution
that was proposed in this letter is ‘…the es-
tablishment of a mechanism to phase out
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support for cotton production with a view to its total elimi-
nation “early harvest” and transitional measures in the
form of financial compensation for cotton producing LDCs
to offset their loss of revenue, until support for cotton pro-
duction has been completely phased out’ (WTO, 2003: 1).
Finally, in the Draft Cancun Ministerial Text in the Sectoral
initiative on cotton, there is an exhortation to WTO mem-
bers from developed countries to ‘…refrain from utilizing
their discretion within Annex A, paragraph 1 to avoid mak-
ing reductions in domestic support for cotton’ (WTO, 2003:
1). It is evident that the pressure for serious changes being
implied by developing countries to developed ones is quite
high and, to some extent, it is accepted that trade distortions
on cotton trade must be considerably reduced. Although
there are no final decisions on how these distortions will be
eliminated, the EU is preparing a new policy regime for
cotton, having as preconditions to satisfy the new agenda
being adopted by the WTO, give financial and technical as-
sistance to African cotton producing countries and protect
as much as possible the EU cotton producers, where the
vast majority of them are Greek. Under these circumstances
the most feasible scenario is the compulsory adoption by
developed cotton producing countries of less distorting
policies, like decoupled payments, to a larger extent, as
well as implementation of cooperation projects with
African countries, providing financial and technical assis-
tance in order to increase their productivity and improve the
quality of African cotton.

7. The Greek cotton production sector:
current situation and outlook for the future

Cotton cultivation in Greece had the most important
booming in history after Greece’s accession to the EU in
1980. The subsidy scheme applied was at the beginning
based on market price support without any restrictions.
This subsidy scheme was a very strong motive for cotton

growers to increase gradually the cultivating area with
cotton, having as a result in twenty years the cultivating
area with cotton to be quadrupled. 

After the implementation of the Agenda 2000 and the
1591/2001 EU Regulation, there are in force very strict
restrictions on both cultivating area and production. The
new Regulation sets ceilings, named National Guaran-
teed Quantities (NGQs), for each cotton producing coun-
try and when production exceeds that limit a mechanism
reduces the subsidy being given to producers proportion-
ally. This is a stabilizing mechanism for cotton produc-
tion not to exceed the NGQ being implied by the EU. 

Although the new Regulation liberalises a lot the pro-
duction and trading environment, it does not provide so-
lutions to all problems the sector faces now. The main
problem of Greek cotton sector is the same with the cot-
ton being produced in every developed country; it cannot
gain market shares on a price based competitive environ-
ment. This problem becomes more serious for Greece,
due to the small size of agricultural holdings (4.62 Ha on
average per holding for arable crops), because it increa-
ses the production cost and does not allow the develop-
ment of economies of scale (General Secretariat of Na-
tional Statistical Service of Greece, 2004). Another pro-
blem is the increased protection the sector had for many
years from international competition. This protective en-
vironment in accordance with the pricing policy which
was paying the unginned cotton to producers and not the
ginned cotton as it is done worldwide, did not allow the
producers to reach final cultivating decisions influenced
by market forces. The new regulation, although has as
target to increase the market influence, has some 

weaknesses on achieving this goal. For the inter-branch
organisation to work properly, it is necessary to include
as active bodies all parties using cotton as a raw material
to reach end products, with increased priority those bo-
dies that supply the market with these products and have
close cooperation with consumers. Regulation 864/2004
requests as compulsory members for the establishment of
an inter-branch organisation the producers and at least
one ginner. According to this, it is not necessary to par-
take of the spinners and the textile manufacturers and the
question is who is going to be the one who will inform
the cotton growers about the preferences of consumers
about what sort of cotton they need to use. The other very
crucial parameter that has to be always in mind is the
asymmetries that characterise trade in the primary sector,
because there are many sellers (producers) and few bu-
yers (ginners). Until now, even in this protective envi-
ronment, every year at harvest time the producers had the
ability to choose the ginner to whom they would sell their
harvest, having by this way a considerable bargaining po-
wer. The inter-branch organisation, as it is being propo-
sed to be established by the R864/2004, minimises this
bargaining power the cotton growers had with R1591/2001
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being in force until the end of 2005, because when a far-
mer will choose to establish an inter-branch organisation
with one ginner, he will not have the ability to change
partner, even if someone else is offering better price for
his cotton. It is obvious that this system increases a lot
the operational risk for cotton growers, does not allow
the market to operate with flexibility, minimises compe-
tition amongst ginners and tailors the market for the for-
mation of a ginners’ cartel, something that it is not ac-
ceptable by the principles the WTO want to imply. It is
necessary to correct as soon as possible the Regulation,
by setting as compulsory the participation in the inter-
branch organisation of the ginners and the textile manu-
factures. The negotiations in this body must be made by
representatives and for that reason the establishment of
cotton producers groups shall be required, which will re-
present the cotton growers to the talks. By this way,  the
price will be negotiable too and the technical specifica-
tions of cotton wanted to be produced by consumers will
more easily reach the farmers. The main target for the
following years must be the avoidance of extensive re-
duction in cotton production and the significant increase
of added value of the product. The corrections being pro-
posed for R864/2004 have as an objective to keep as
tempting as possible the motives for farmers to continue
to produce cotton, because if there is no product to be
used as raw material, every policy being proposed is use-
less. By decreasing the bargaining power of producers
and tie them up to the ginners, they are being created an-
ti-motives for them to continue to produce, jeopardise by
this way every attempt to adapt the sector to the new sta-
tus quo.

8. Business Plan for the Greek Cotton Sector
The above analysis proves that after the year 2006 the EU

cotton production procedure will be significantly liberalized
and their cotton growers will be more affected by the high-
ly competitive trading environment. Another very important
issue is that the Greek cotton market share is very low (n-
early 2 per cent) and it is impossible to affect the cotton
price on a global level. For all the reasons mentioned above,
there is a strong necessity for the formation and implemen-
tation of a specialised marketing strategy for the Greek cot-
ton sector. The characteristics of the sector suggest as the
most suitable marketing strategy the differentiation strategy,
because it is almost impossible to compete with developing
countries on a cost production basis and it is difficult enough
to organize on a national basis the production procedure in
such a way, in order to be in a position to cover the needs of
niche markets. The implementation of a differentiation strat-
egy is a feasible alternative with considerable potential, be-
cause it is a way of exploiting the competitive advantages of
Greek cotton sector and improving the financial situation of
cotton growers. For the proposed strategy to be workable, it
must be formatted on a marketing mix proposing specific

actions for product, price, place and promotion, the four el-
ements of marketing mix.

8.1. Product
The characteristics of Greek cotton will be the corner-

stone of the differentiation strategy, with significant
changes compared to the present status quo. The new EU
Regulation 864/2004 gives to the sector very important fi-
nancial instruments, in order to establish mechanisms
which can increase the added value of the product. The es-
tablishment of inter-branch organizations can give the au-
thority to the Board of Directors to set new production
procedures to improve quality, protect the environment
and shorten the cost of production. The production proce-
dure will be monitored and evaluated continuously by an
independent organization which will certify the inter-
branch organization with a quality assurance certificate.
The positive outcomes of this action are very important,
because the final product will be homogenized and char-
acterized by technical specifications, a very important
precondition for the spinning industry. The close monitor-
ing of the use of inputs will help cotton growers to de-
crease production costs, because the inter-branch will
have the ability to offer high quality technical assistance
which will decrease the misuse of fertilizers and various
agrochemicals being used during the production proce-
dure. Until now technical assistance is being given by the
sellers of inputs, so there is no motive for them to reduce
their sales, because this will reduce their income. When
the technical assistance will be provided by agronomists
being employed by the inter-branch organization, they
will know that their task is to provide to cotton growers
knowledge about how to use inputs in the most efficient
way.

Another crucial task for the inter-branch organization is
to produce cotton in a way that the pollution of the envi-
ronment is minimized. This can be achieved through the
efficient use of agrochemicals and fertilizers and by the
use of more environmentally friendly chemical substances
which do not disturb environmental balances and do not
pollute underground water with nitrates, which is a serious
problem in zones where there is cotton production for
many years. Especially at Thessalia, a region in central
Greece, there is considerable experience and know-how
on the decrease of pollution of underground water by ni-
trates, due to the implementation of a project financed by
the EU since 1995, with very positive results for the re-
gion. This project can be extended to more regions with
similar pollution problems, in order to increase the docu-
mentation for protecting the environment. The project
subsidises farmers to use nitrate fertilizers which are be-
ing absorbed by plants faster than conventional fertilizers.
By this way, nitrates do not remain for a long period of
time in soil and do not have the ability to leave surface
and leach in the underground water. Cotton being pro-
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duced in such a way is very suitable for the implementa-
tion of the differentiation strategy, because its qualitative
characteristics in accordance with the proven effort for
protecting the environment satisfy the preconditions being
set by Agenda 2000, as well as the customer’s demand for
environmentally friendly production practises being im-
plied by producers. 

The recent CAP reform (September 2003) has already
taken care about covering from the Second Pillar this ex-
tra cost for consultancy, so cotton growers will not have to
face this cost on their own. The certification of cotton
production will put an end to the anonymity of Greek cot-
ton during the merchandise procedure. A product with i-
dentity is always characterized by high added value,
claiming by this way higher prices and easier access to
markets on an international level. The differentiation s-
trategy referring to product is based upon the style of
Greek cotton. The special characteristics, which under this
strategy the product will have, are homogeneity, high
quality, safety in use, reliability and establishment of cot-
ton production procedures which protect the environment,
something that is very important for the markets of the de-
veloped world. The above characteristics are difficult e-
nough to be reached by developing countries for the fol-
lowing reasons. Developing countries do not have the in-
frastructure the developed countries, like Greece, have.
This infrastructure consists of irrigation systems, modern
machinery, ability to use fertilizers and agrochemicals,
specialized farmers on cotton production and storage
premises which reduce to a large extent the production
risk and improve the quality of the final product. Products
with the above characteristics have always place in mar-
kets and it is difficult enough for new competitors to enter
these markets without their product to have similar char-
acteristics.

8.2. Place
The decision where to sell is crucial for a successful

marketing strategy. According to current trade flows the
majority of Greek cotton being exported goes to Turkey,
because of its low quality (ICAC, 2003). The proposed
marketing strategy sets as market targets the EU countries
with considerable spinning and clothing industry, like UK,
Italy, Germany and Spain. The present status quo does not
allow Greek cotton to reach these markets and responsible
for this to a large extent is the cotton subsidising policy
being implied until now, because it is a policy that does
not motivate cotton growers to improve quality and gin-
ners to force them to deliver unginned cotton to their mills
with high quality characteristics. For this marketing strat-
egy to be as feasible as possible, it must be mentioned that
it will not be easy to enter the markets mentioned above.
The reason is that, especially the spinners have already or-
ganized the mixture of ginned cotton they use in order to
produce types of yarn they want to sell. In order to change
their sources of provision of the ingredients for their mix-

tures, a lot of effort is needed to persuade them to make
these changes due to a better outcome. The priorities for
spinners are the durability of ginned cotton and the thick-
ness of the produced yarn. This is happening because the
spinning speeds are always increasing, to increase pro-
ductivity and not durable cotton is responsible for many
breaks of the spinning procedure, which decreases pro-
ductivity at the end. When a spinner has such cotton to
spin, the alternative he has is to increase the thickness of
the yarn being produced. This solution has a negative ef-
fect on quality, because this yarn cannot be used for the
production of high quality cotton fibres which enclose
high added values. In an organised market, like the cotton
market, the textile industry in close cooperation with the
spinning industry, are the ones which must set the techni-
cal specifications for the cotton they want to be produced
by the cotton growers and the ginning mills. This target
can be achieved through the successful operation of an in-
ter-branch organization; where it is possible the feedback
from this useful information shall reach the cotton grow-
ers and create secured marketing channels to highly prof-
itable markets for the product. 

8.3. Price
As it is already well known, cotton prices are being for-

matted in stock markets in Europe and the US through fu-
tures contracts. This price refers to ginned cotton with
specific quality characteristics and it is well known as Co-
tlook A index. When the EU cotton policy comes into for-
ce in 2006, this will be the price which the Greek cotton
will pay to cotton growers, if the quality characteristics
reach the Cotlook A index standards. Countries having a
considerable impact on formatting the above price are
mainly the US and China, due to the large quantities they
produce. The differentiation strategy can establish special
pricing agreements between contracting parties, operating
as partners in an inter-branch organisation. Such contracts
can create a “win-win” situation for all contracting par-
ties, because the buyers will have raw materials with the
desired technical specifications and the sellers will have
higher prices through the establishment of bonuses for
reaching the desired standards and secured marketing
channels for the product. Of course these bonuses cannot
be considerably high, compared to the international mar-
ket prices and cotton growers must not expect serious im-
provement of their income through them. The most im-
portant gain of this strategy is the establishment of secu-
red marketing channels in a highly competitive market,
because without this precondition a quite serious crisis
might occur.

8.4. Promotion
The consistent parts of the promotion mix are advertise-

ment, personal sales, sales promotion, direct or postal
communication, public relations and publicity. This mar-
keting strategy is being proposed for cotton as a raw ma-
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terial, so the promotion mix must be focused on the buy-
ers of it who are the ginners and the spinners. Under this
way of thinking a very important role can be played the
personal sales, the direct or postal communication, the
public relations and the publicity. The most important
consistent part is personal sales. Personal sellers are the
ones who will know very well the technical specifications
of the products, as well as the pricing strategy for it. They
have the ability to give to the candidate buyers all the nec-
essary information they want for the product and their tar-
get will be to convince them to buy and if it is possible to
sign a contract which will tie down both contracting par-
ties to cooperate. The sellers must have the ability to offer
special bonuses to the buyers, like discounts when large
quantities of cotton are being sold, giving in this way an
extra boost to sales promotion. 

The direct or postal communication is also very useful,
because in this way it is possible to establish a channel
providing very important information to the buyers like
estimates of producing quantities, quality characteristics,
price fluctuations, extra bonuses, new ways of coopera-
tion, etc. In this way, the interest of customers remains
high for the product, being easier at the end to reach an a-
greement to buy. Finally, public relations and publicity are
important too and can be achieved through the participa-
tion of a group of experts responsible for the implementa-
tion of the promotion strategy to exhibitions and con-
gresses. It is obvious that this task can be implemented on-
ly by the inter-branch organisation. Cotton growers will
gain a lot through this new procedure of promoting their
product, because this is the only feasible way for entering
new markets and establishing long term cooperation with
spinners which produce high quality cotton yarn.
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